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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper deals with the effects of presence of irregularities in buildings on their 

seismic performance. The objective of the project is to carry out response spectrum 

analysis (RSA) of two reinforced concrete (RC) framed building models, one with a 

square shaped plan having symmetry in plan about the orthogonal axes and the other 

with an L-shaped plan which is asymmetric in plan, considering vertical mass 

irregularity in each floor. Mass irregularity is considered in each floor of the building 

models by increasing the value of live load on each floor by 50%, 100%, 150% and 

200% and the effect of such increase in live load is studied. Plan area and translational 

stiffness of square shaped and L-shaped plan building models is taken to be same in the 

present study. The cross-sectional dimension of outer column (at origin in plan) in every 

storey is also kept same for both the building models and comparison of the analysis 

results is done for such columns. Various analysis results such as base shear, forces in 

the outer column elements considered, displacement of joints at the intersection of outer 

column elements considered and beam elements in every storey, etc. are obtained using 

SAP 2000 version 20.0.0 and the variation of these results is studied by introducing 

mass irregularity in each floor one by one. These results are compared for both types of 

building models considered. It is observed that base shear and joint displacements are 

more for the L-shaped plan building than that for the square shaped plan building. This 

led to a conclusion that the square shaped plan building performs better than the L-

shaped plan building during a seismic event. It is also observed that presence of mass 

irregularity increases the seismic response parameters of the building. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Irregularitiescincbuildingscarecveryccommoncincurban infrastructure and they are 

unavoidable in construction of the buildings. In most of the cases, the irregularities in a 

building arises due to architectural and functional requirements. Such irregular 

buildingscarecmorecvulnerablectocearthquakescthancthecbuildings having regular 

configuration. Irregularity in a building may be duectocnon-uniformcdistributioncof 

mass, strengthcandcstiffness of building along its height. Duringcancearthquake,cfailure 

ofcacstructurecstartscat the vicinity of irregularity. In areas of high seismic zones, 

irregular buildings possesses a big challenge to a structural engineer. Vertical 

irregularities are found to be the major contributors to the failure of structures during 

earthquakes.  

Very few studies have been carried out to examine the effect of vertical irregularity of 

structures on their seismic performance. The focus of present study is to assess the 

effects of mass irregularity and plan asymmetry in different floors of the buildings. 

Mass irregularity in buildings occur when one floor has much larger mass as compared 

to the other floors, e.g., presence of heavy machinery structures or a swimming pool on 

an intermediate floor of a building, people storing goods and items in bulk and making a 

particular floor of a building as a warehouse for business purposes, etc.  

1.2 CRITERIA FOR IRREGULARITY IN BUILDINGS 

Therecarectwoctypescofcirregularities: 

1. Plancirregularities 

2. Verticalcirregularities 

Indian Standard (IS) 1893:2016 classifies plan irregularities into five types and vertical 

irregularities into seven types. 
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1.2.1 Plan irregularities 

1) Torsioncirregularity- Acbuildingciscsaidctocbectorsionallycirregularcwhen 

a) thecmaximumchorizontalcdisplacementcofcanycfloorcincthecdirectioncofcthe 

lateralcforceciscmorecthan 1.5ctimescitsxminimumxhorizontalxdisplacementxat 

thexfarxendxofxthexsamexfloorxinxthatxdirection. 

b) thexnaturalxperiodxcorrespondingxtoxthexfundamentalxtorsionalxmodexof 

oscillationxisxmorexthanxthosexofxfirstxtwoxtranslationalxmodesxof 

oscillationxalongxeachxprincipalxplanxdirection. 

 

Figure 1.1 Torsional irregularity (From IS 1893:2016) 

2) Re-entrant corners- Axbuildingxisxsaidxtoxhavexaxre-entrantxcornerxinxanyxplan 

direction, whenxitsxstructuralxconfigurationxinxplanxhasxaxprojectionxofxsizexgreater 

thanx15%xofxitsxoverallxplanxdimensionxinxthat direction. 

 

Figure 1.2 Re-entrant corners (From IS 1893:2016) 
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3) Floorxslabsxhavingxexcessivexcut-outsxorxopenings- Axbuildingxisxsaidxto have 

discontinuityxinxtheirxin-planexstiffness, whenxfloorxslabsxhavexcut-outsxor openings 

ofxareaxmorexthanx50%xofxthexfullxareaxofxthexfloorxslab.  

 

Figure 1.3 Floorxslabsxhavingxexcessivexcut-out andxopenings (From IS 1893:2016) 

 

 

4) Out-of-plane offsets in vertical elements- Axbuildingxisxsaidxtoxhave out-of-plane 

offsetsxinxverticalxelements,xwhenxstructuralxwallsxorxframesxarexmovedxout of 

planexinxanyxstoreyxalongxthexheightxofxthexbuilding.  

 
Figure 1.4 Out-of-planexoffsetsxinxverticalxelements (FromxIS 1893:2016) 

 

 

5) Non-parallel lateral force system- Axbuildingxisxsaidxtoxhavexnon-parallel 

systemxwhenxthexverticallyxorientedxstructuralxsystemsxresistingxlateralxforcesxare 

notxorientedxalongxthextwoxprincipalxorthogonalxaxesxinxplan. 
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Figurex1.5xNon-parallelxlateralxforcexsystem (FromxIS 1893:2016) 

 

1.2.2 Vertical irregularities 

1) Stiffnessxirregularity (softxstorey)- Axsoftxstoreyxisxaxstoreyxwhosexlateral 

stiffnessxisxlessxthanxthatxofxthexstoreyxabove. 

 

Figure 1.6xStiffnessxirregularity (softxstorey) (FromxIS 1893:2016) 

2) Massxirregularity- Massxirregularityxshallxbexconsideredxtoxexist,xwhenxthe 

seismicxweightxofxanyxfloorxisxmorexthanx150%xofxthatxofxthexfloorsxbelow. 

 
Figure 1.7 Mass irregularity (From IS 1893:2016) 
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3) Verticalxgeometricxirregularity- Verticalxgeometricxirregularityxshallxbe 

consideredxtoxexist,xwhenxthexhorizontalxdimensionxofxthexlateralxforcexresisting 

systemxinxanyxstoreyxisxmorexthanx125%xofxthexstoreyxbelow. 

 

 
Figurex1.8 Verticalxgeometricxirregularity (FromxIS 1893:2016) 

 

4) In-planexdiscontinuityxinxverticalxelementsxresistingxlateralxforce- In-plane 

discontinuityxinxverticalxelementsxwhichxarexresistingxlateralxforcexshallxbe 

consideredxtoxexist, when in-planexoffsetxofxthexlateralxforcexresistingxelementsxis 

greaterxthanx20%xofxthexplanxlengthxofxthosexelements. 

 
Figure 1.9 In-plane discontinuity in vertical elements resisting lateral force (From IS 

1893:2016) 
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5) Strengthxirregularity (Weakxstorey)- Axweakxstoreyxisxaxstoreyxwhosexlateral 

strengthxisxlessxthanxthatxofxthexstoreyxabove. 

 
Figure 1.10 Strength irregularity (Weak storey) (From IS 1893:2016) 

 

 

6) Floatingxorxstub columns- Suchxcolumnsxarexlikelyxtoxcausexconcentrated 

damagexinxthexstructure. 

 

7) Irregular modes of oscillation in two principalxplan directions- Axbuildingxis 

saidxtoxhavexlateralxstoreyxirregularityxinxaxprincipalxplanxdirection, if 

a) the first three modes contribute less than 65% mass participation factor in 

each principal plan direction. 

b) the fundamental lateral natural periods of the building in the two principal 

plan directions are closer to each other by 10% of the larger value. 

 

1.3 OBJECTIVES 

The objectivesxofxthexpresentxstudy are as follows: 

1. Toxstudy various types of building irregularities mentioned in IS 1893:2016 

code. 

2. To learn use SAP 2000 design software for analysis and design of building 

structures. 

3. Toxcarryxoutxresponsexspectrumxanalysis (RSA) of reinforced concrete (RC) 

framed building model having square shaped plan. 

4. To convert the square shaped plan building model into an equivalent L-shaped 

plan building model by keeping plan area and translational stiffness same for 

both the models. 

5. To carry out RSA of the L-shaped plan building model. 
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6. To obtain various analysis results in SAP 2000 software such as base shear, 

axial force, shear force in orthogonal directions, twisting moment, bending 

moment in orthogonal directions, relative displacements, etc. 

7. To compare the analysis results for both the building models considered. 

 

1.4 SCOPE OF THE STUDY  

 The building is assumed to be a moment resisting 3-D frame with only beams, 

columns, and slabs. 

 Contribution of infill walls to the stiffness is not considered and no load from 

the walls is considered as the walls are assumed to be of light masonry.  

 No shear walls and braces are assumed in the building models. 

 Earthquake load is applied in only twoxhorizontal orthogonal directionsxandxis 

neglected in the verticalxdirection. 

 Only the effect of mass irregularity is studied on the building models. 

 All columns of the building model are considered as fixed to the base. 

 Eccentricity ratio for all rigid diaphragms is assumed to be 0.05. This accounts 

for the accidental torsion which may be due to load eccentric to the centre of 

mass of the diaphragms. 

 Wind loads are assumed to be absent. 

 Linear elastic analysis is done on the structures. 

 Effect of soil-structure interaction is neglected.  

 

1.5 SEISMIC ANALYSIS METHODS 

According to IS 1893:2016, effectsxofxdesignxearthquakexloadsxappliedxonxstructures 

canxbexconsideredxinxtwoxways: 

a) Equivalentxstaticxmethod 

b) Dynamicxanalysisxmethod 

Dynamicxanalysisxcanxbexperformedxinxthreexways: 

1) Response spectrum method 

2) Modal time history method 

3) Time history method 
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1.5.1 Equivalent static method 

Equivalent static method, also known as pseudo-static method, is based on an 

assumption that actual dynamic loading due to earthquake is equivalent to static lateral 

load on a structure. The effect of earthquake ground motion is defined by the seismic 

design response spectrum. This method involves less computational efforts because of 

the assumption that the building responds in its fundamental mode only. So, time 

periods and mode shapes of higher natural modes are not required. Thisimethodiis 

usuallyiconservativeiforilow-to-mediumiheightiofibuildingsiandimayibeiusedifor 

analysisiofiregularistructuresiwithiapproximateinaturaliperiodilessithani0.4s. 

 

1.5.2 Response spectrum method 

In response spectrum analysis (RSA), also known as modal method, peak response of a 

structure during an earthquake is obtained directly from earthquake response spectrum 

or design spectrum. Multiple modes of response of the structure to the earthquake are 

taken into account. The responseiinieachinaturalimodeiofivibrationican beicomputed 

independentlyiofiothersianditheiresponses of different modes are combined to 

determine the total response of the structure using modal combination methods such as 

complete quadratic combination (CQC), square root of sum of squares (SRSS), absolute 

sum method (ABS), etc. In general, the responses need to be determined only for the 

firstifewimodesibecauseiresponseitoiearthquake is primarilyidueitoilowerimodes of 

vibration. 

1.5.3 Time history method 

Time history analysis (THA) overcomes all limitations of RSA as certain uncertainties 

are inherent in modal superposition method. THA representsxthexmostxsophisticated 

methodxofxdynamicxanalysisxforxbuildings. Inxthisxmethod, thexmathematicalxmodel 

ofxthexbuildingxisxsubjectedxtoxaccelerationsxfromxearthquakexrecordsxthat 

representxthexexpectedxearthquakexatxthexbasexofxthexstructure. This method 

requires more computational efforts for calculating the response at discrete times. The 

methodiconsistsiofiaistep-by-stepidirectiintegrationioveriaitimeiinterval. Theiequations 

ofimotioniareisolvediwithitheidisplacements, velocities, andiaccelerationsiofithe 

previousistepiservingiasiinitialifunctions. THAiisiapplicableitoibothielasticiand inelastic 

analyses. 
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1.6 ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 

The first chapter of the dissertation covers the introduction, criteria for irregularity in 

buildings, objectives of the project, scope of the study, and overview of seismic analysis 

methods. The first chapter provides a general idea about the effect of irregularities in 

buildings on their seismic performance. It highlights the requirement of a good 

structural engineer to deal with the challenges faced while designing such irregular 

buildings. 

The second chapter provides a literature review of various studies done on irregular 

buildings and provides aniideaiaboutiresearchiworkidoneibyivariousiresearchers on 

topicsirelateditoitheiproject. This includes the works done by variousiresearchersifrom 

year 1968 to January 2019. 

The third and the fourth chapters involves methodology, results of analysis of the 

project and the discussions. Firstly, response spectrum method of analysis is carried out 

on two RC framed building models, one with a square shaped plan and other with an L-

shaped plan, considering mass irregularity in each floor. After that, various analysis 

results are obtained in SAP 2000 software. Finally, these results are compared for both 

the building models considered and discussions are made.   

The fifth and the final chapter covers the conclusion in which the results have been 

presented in a brief manner. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 GENERAL 

The present study summarizes the researchiworksidoneiinitheipastiregardingistructural 

irregularities and performance of such irregular buildings during earthquake. Criteria 

and acceptable limits specified for these irregularities are defined by various codes of 

practice (IS 1893, EC 8, UBC 97, ASCE-7.05, IBC 2003, etc). Different types of 

modelling approaches suggested by various researchers have also been discussed 

briefly.  

2.2 IRREGULARITIES CONSIDERED BY VARIOUS 

RESEARCHERS 

2.2.1 Re-entrant corners- plan irregularity 

T. Mahdi and V. Bahreini evaluated the non-linear seismic behaviour of moment 

resisting frames (MRF’s) with plan asymmetry consisting of re-entrant corners [1]. 

They analysed the buildings using pushover analysis withiandiwithouticonsidering the 

masonryiinfill [1]. They considered uniformianditriangular distribution of lateral loads 

[1]. Foriinfills, threeitypesiofiarrangements and twoimaterialitypes (strong and weak) 

have been considered [1]. They found that the presence of infilliincreasesitheistiffness 

and decreasesitheidrifts, whereas absence of infill results in poor performance of beams 

andicolumnsiofitheiground floor [1]. 

2.2.2 Soft storey- vertical irregularity 

Adrian Fredrick C. Dya and Andres Winston C. Oretaa presented a study on seismic 

vulnerability assessment of soft storey irregular buildings using pushover analysis [2]. 

They modelled a low-rise 5-storey building as per guidelines of National Structural 

Code of the Philippines (NSCP), ATC 2002, and FEMA154, as low-rise buildings were 

mostly common in Philippines [2]. Since the number of structures is too large, it would 
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have been time consuming to assess them in detail [2]. This demanded for non-linear 

static method i.e. pushover analysis for preliminary risk assessment of the existing 

buildings so as to determine which buildings to be prioritized for detailed assessment 

[2]. They simplified their analysis by assuming that the number of structural elements 

and their properties at each storey to be constant [2]. Thus, severity of soft first storey 

was varied by changing the storey height alone, and gathered data for plastic hinge 

formation and seismic design [2]. They found that there was localization of seismic 

demand at the location of soft storey [2]. They determined vulnerability index from 

which score modifiers were generated, which may be used for preliminary risk 

assessment tools [2].  

2.2.3 Setback buildings- vertical irregularity 

ZaidiMohammad, AbduliBaqi, and MohammediArif presentedistudiesioniseismic 

responseiofiRCiframedibuildingsirestingionihillislopes [3]. They considered various 

models of setback and step back-setback buildings of varying lengths and heights, and 

studied the effect of seismic forces on such building models alongiandiacrossitheihill 

slopeidirection [3]. They found that due to varying column lengths and non-symmetry, 

these buildings attract large shear forces and torsional moments [3]. Response spectrum 

analysis was done to obtain various dynamic parameters such as fundamental time 

period, base shear, maximum top storey displacements, etc [3]. They concludedithat 

stepiback-setbackibuildingsiperformibetterithanistepibackiconfigurationiwhenisubjected 

to seismiciloads [3].  

Cheung and Tso carried out lateral load analysis for setback buildings using the concept 

of compatibility analysis [4].  

ShahrooziandiMoehleiundertookianiexperimentaliandianalyticalistudyitoiunderstand the 

seismiciresponseiofisetbackistructures [5]. They found that there was concentration of 

damage in the members in the vicinity of setbacks [5].  

Paul proposed a simplified seismic analysis of buildings resting on hill slopes by 

assuming onlyioneidegreeiofifreedomiperiflooriinieitheritranslationalidirection [6]. 

KumariandiPaul carried out a 3-D analysis of irregular buildings with rigid floor 

diaphragms [7]. They later performed a dynamic analysis of step-back and setback 

buildings [8]. Kumar presented the seismic analysis of step-back and setback buildings 
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[9]. Kumar and Paul also presented a simplified method for elastic seismic analysis of 

buildings on hill slopes [10]. They also discussed about the configuration of hill 

buildings from seismic point of view [11].   

Birajdar and Nalawade performed seismic analysisiof various step-backiandisetback 

buildingsirestingion sloping ground and concluded that shorter frame on the uphill side 

in step-back buildings attract moreibase-shearithanitheiotheriframes [12], [13].  

Singh et al. used different methods of seismic analysis to compare the dynamic 

properties of step-back buildings along and across hill slope direction [14].  

Murty et al. studied the performance of step-back buildingsialongihillislopesiof 

Himalayasiduringi2011iSikkimiearthquake [15]. In their studies, they examined the 

feasibility of plan dimensions of the buildings to be constructed on steep hill slopes 

[15].  

2.3 METHODOLOGY USED BY VARIOUS 

RESEARCHERS 

2.3.1 Approximate seismic analysis 

In the codes of various countries, there are provisions for pseudo-static design against 

an equivalent lateral load for regular buildings, but not for irregular structures [16]. The 

codes recommend full 3D dynamic analysis for such buildings [16]. Georgoussis et al. 

presented an approximate seismic analysis of multi-story setback buildings with mass 

and stiffness irregularities subjected to strong ground motions [16]. They proposed the 

method for two 8-storey buildings with setback systems, one having symmetric plan, 

and the other having asymmetric plan [16]. Their methodology was based on 

Southwell’siformulaianditheiconceptiofiequivalentisingleistoreyisystem [16]. Their first 

aim was to estimate basicidynamicidata (periodsiandibaseishears) with fair amount of 

accuracy [16]. Their second aim was toidemonstrateithatiaistructuraliconfigurationiof 

minimumielasticitorsioniduringigroundiexcitationipreservesitranslationaliresponse in 

theiinelasticiregioniwhenithe strengthiassignmentiof its resistingibents (structuraliwalls, 

momentiresistingiframes, couplediwallisystems, etc) isistiffnessiproportional, which is 

attributed to almost concurrent yielding of all these resisting bents [16]. 
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Sarkar et al. examined the effect of vertical geometric irregularity in stepped building 

frames and defined ‘regularity index’ as aimeasureiof verticaliirregularityifor stepped 

buildingsitoiaccountifor theichangesiinimassiandistiffness alongitheiheightiof the 

building [17]. Theyialsoiproposedianiempiricaliformulaitoicalculateitheifundamental 

timeiperiodiofitheisteppedibuilding, asiaifunctioniofiregularityiindex [17].  

Karavasilis et al. studied the inelastic seismic response of plane steel MRF with 

setbacks [18].  

Aziminejad et al [19] and Aziminejad and Moghadam [20] proposed a new 

methodology to study the performance of asymmetric multi-storey buildings with 

different element strength distributions.  

2.3.2 Static equivalent lateral force (SELF) method 

Yousef et al. presented a study on seismic performance of multi-storey dual system 

buildings irregular in elevation, and constructed from normal strength concrete (NSC) 

and high-strength concrete (HSC) [21]. They evaluated the applicabilityiofiStatic 

EquivalentiLateraliForce (SELF)imethod as per IBC-2012, EC-8 and EC201-2008 

when applied to dual system buildings with different vertical irregularities viz. lateral 

stiffness, mass and setback irregularity [21]. They performed the seismic analysis using 

inelastic computer program IDARC-2D ‘Version 6.1’ [21]. They selected recordsiof 

twoirealiearthquakes (EliCentroiandiParkfield) andioneiartificialiearthquake, withiwide 

rangesiofifrequencyicontent, asiinputigroundimotions [21]. From their studies, they 

concluded that maximum storey drift foriNSCiandiHSCidualisystems is conservative, 

except by IBC-2012 for long period dual systems [21]. They also concluded that the 

SELF method gives conservative results when applieditoiNSCiandiHSCidualisystems 

withishortiandilongiperiods of vibration, except by IBC-2012 with mass and setback 

irregularities [21]. They also found that the lateral stiffness irregularity limits of IBC-

2012 and EC 201-2008 can be reduced by about 10% [21].  

2.3.3 Pushover analysis 

Deierlein et al. found that pushover analysis is an effective non-linear structural analysis 

method for seismic design of structures [22].  
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Freeman et al. introduced Capacity Spectrum Method (CSM) as a non-linear static 

method to evaluate the seismic risk of existing buildings [23].  

Saiidi and Sozen performed simple non-linear dynamic analysis on RC structures [24].  

Fajfar and Fischinger introduced the N2 method for non-linear seismic analysis of 

regular buildings [25].  

Moghadam and Tso investigated on damage assessment of eccentric multi-storey 

buildings using 3-D pushover analysis [26]. They later extended their study to the 

pushover analysis of asymmetric and setback multi-storey buildings [27].  

Themelis presented a study on the pushover analysis for seismic assessment and design 

of structures [28]. 

2.3.4 Super element method 

Raphaël D. J. M. Steenbergen, and Johan Blaauwendraad developed a closed-form 

super element method for tall buildings of irregular geometry subjected to wind loads 

[29]. They presented resultsiforitwoitypesiofibuildings, oneiwithiaisymmetriciplan, and 

otheriwithianiasymmetriciplan, bothiwithianiabruptichangeiofitheicross-sectional 

geometryialongitheiheight [29]. They divided theibuildings into two number of super 

elements with their nodes only at heights where changes in properties of building occur 

[29]. The in-plane floor stiffness was distributed equally along the storey height i.e. half 

below and half above the floor [29]. Fromitheisetiofidifferentialiequations, they derived 

load vector and stiffness matrix for each super element which describes their behaviour 

[29]. Using standard assembling procedure, they determined globalistiffnessimatrix and 

loadivector [29]. This involved lesser calculations as compared to finite element method 

due to smaller number of super elements [29]. Afterisolvingitheisetiofilineariequations, 

they determined theistressistateiwithinieachisuperielement [29]. They found that there 

were disturbances in the force flow along the height where floor plan of the building 

changes abruptly [29]. They presented the results in the form of momentiandishear force 

distributions, and found that ratioiofitheicharacteristicilength toithe height of the 

building, and boundaryiconditions of theifoundation also play an important role [29]. 

Kim and Lee carried out analysis of a shear wall with openings using super element 

method [30].  
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Lee et al. carried out an efficientiseismicianalysisiof buildingiincludingifloor slabs 

using super element method [31]. 

2.4 INFLUENCEIOFICONFIGURATIONIONITHE 

SEISMICIRESISTANCEIOFIAIBUILDING 

Jasmina Dražić and Nikolai Vatin discussed about theiinfluenceioficonfigurationionithe 

seismiciresistanceiofiaibuilding, which may be regular or irregular [32]. Building 

configurationirefersitoitheiindicatorsiofishapeiandidimensionsiofiaibuilding as a unity 

[32]. Architects directly haveianiimpactionithe behaviouriofiaistructureiunder 

earthquake as they are involved in the selection of choice of structural system, 

coordinatingitheidemandsiofianiurbaniprojectiandidesigner’sistyle, and demands for 

greater freedom in interior design of building [32]. This often results in soft story, 

discontinuityiofisheariwalls, variationsiiniperimeteristrengthiandistiffness, and 

irregularityibuildingiformsiinitheiplan [32]. While regular buildings present safer and 

better behaviour, irregular buildings often requires unjustifiedisimplificationsiduring 

modelling and analysis, which may lead to unreliable or non-economic solutions [32]. 

Designingiirregulariconfigurationibuildingsidemandsitheiintroductioniofiaistructural 

designerifromitheiinitialidesigniphases [32]. Byidesigningibuildingsiwithiaihighidegree 

ofiseismiciarchitecture, theiarchitectiachievesitheisetiaestheticibuildingiqualities 

withoutiendangeringitheistabilityiofiaistructure [32].  

Arnold and Reitherman did extensive studies on building configuration and seismic 

design [33].  

Dražić carried out analysis of interaction of functional and structural building properties 

in aseismic designing [34].  

2.5 STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE OF DIAGRID 

SYSTEMS 

Dueitoitheistructuraliefficiency and architectural aestheticipotential, Kyoung Sun Moon 

investigated the structural performance of diagrid systems employed for complex 

shaped tall buildings such as twisted, tilted and freeform towers [35]. To study the 

impacts of various geometric configurations of complex shaped tall buildings, Moon 
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used parametric structural models for his study [35]. He presented a preliminary design 

methodology for diagrid structural systems based on optimal stiffness-based design 

concept [35]. He modelled aidiagridistructureiasia verticalicantileveribeamion the 

ground, subdividedilongitudinallyiintoimodules according to the repetitive diagrid 

pattern, and determined maximum allowable top deflection in the neighbourhood of 

about a five hundredth of the building height [35]. Each module was defined by a single 

level of diagrids that extend over multiple stories [35]. Faces of the building were 

classified as web planes or flange planes, depending on the direction of the loading [35]. 

Talleribuildingsibehaveimoreilikeibendingibeams and shorteribuildingsibehaveimore 

likeishearibeams [35]. Moon found that for twisted diagrid towers, as rate of twisting 

increases, maximum top deflection increases, as building’s lateral stiffness reduces [35]. 

However, with regard to vortex shedding, performance of twisted tower is better as 

compared to the straight one [35]. He also found that in case of tilted diagrid towers, 

lateral deformations due to dead and live loads is large due to their eccentricity [35]. 

Moon is still doing research regarding freeform towers [35].  

Moon et al. investigated on the characteristicsiandimethodologyiforipreliminaryidesign 

of the diagrid structural systems for tall buildings [36].  

Moon later studied on the optimal grid geometry of diagrid structures for tall buildings 

[37]. 

2.6 PROGRESSIVEICOLLAPSE OF IRREGULAR 

BUILDINGS 

Yavari et al. investigatedithe effects of two types of irregularities, namely Torsional 

Irregularityi(TI)iandiIn-planeiDiscontinuityiiniVerticaliLateral force-resisting element 

Irregularity (IDVLI) on the progressiveicollapseipotentialiofisteelispecialimoment 

resistingiframes (SMRF’s) [38]. Various buildings having different number of stories, 

different site locations with varying levels of seismicity, differentiseveritiesiofiTI, and 

differentimodesiof IDVLI were considered [38]. Equivalent designed buildings were 

considered having similar seismic masses and base shears [38]. They concluded that the 

resistance to progressive collapse increases with increase in seismicity level of the site 

and also with increase in irregularity of the building [38]. This was due to the 

requirement of larger sizes of beams and columns for such cases [38]. They also found 
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that removal of external column was more critical than the internal column removal in 

case of buildings with IDVLI [38]. They presented results incorporating the combined 

effectsiofiirregularity, seismicityilevel, and height of the building [38]. 

Hayes et al. investigated a damaged building to check if its resistance to progressive 

collapse can be increased by seismic retrofitting of the building [39]. They concluded 

that the resistance to progressive collapse can be improved by retrofitting the peripheral 

members of the building [39].  

Kim et al. carried out an assessment of resistance to progressive collapse of steel frames 

[40]. They found that while linear methods give conservative results, the non-linear 

dynamic methods give more appropriate results in complex situations [40].  

Karimiyan et al. carried out a study on seismic collapse propagation in 6-storey RC 

buildings of regular and irregular geometry [41]. They also evaluated the collapse 

distribution in 3-storey asymmetric buildings due to seismic loads [42]. From their 

studies, theyiconcludedithat irrespective of the magnitude of the earthquake, there is a 

pattern of progressiveifailure at the location of massiaccumulation and the progressive 

collapse pattern can be altered by eccentricity in the plan [41], [42].  

Tavakoli and Alashti investigated on the progressive collapse potential of multi-storey 

steel buildings under lateral loading [43]. They agreed on the fact that earthquake 

resistant buildings are strong enough to resist progressive collapse [43]. They also found 

that increasing the redundancy of the building will increase the resistance to progressive 

collapse [43].  

Kordbagh and Mohammadi studied the influence of seismicity level and height of the 

building on the resistance to progressive collapse of steel frames [44]. They found that 

by increasingitheiheightiofitheibuilding and the seismicity level of the site, resistance to 

progressiveicollapse of the building can be increased [44].  

Coffield and Adeli studied the effect of irregularities in steel frames with concentric and 

eccentric bracing subjected to blast loading [45]. They inferred that more the 

irregularity in the building, more is its progressive collapse potential [45]. They also 

found that steel frames with concentric bracing possess higher strength than the other 

systems [45].  
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Ebrahimi et al. conducted numerical studies on the effect of plan irregularities on the 

resistance to progressive collapse of four steel buildings [46]. They found that the 

conditions were worst for the irregular building locatediinisiteiwith soiliclassiC, and 

demanditoicapacityiratio of columns in the irregularibuilding was double thatiofithe 

regularibuilding for the buildingsilocatediin siteiwithisoiliclassiE [46].  

KimiandiHungicomparedithe progressive collapse performance of a 30-storey irregular 

toweriwithianiequivalentiregularitower [47]. They found that the resistanceito 

progressiveicollapseiforitheiirregularitower was more than that ofitheiregularitower 

[47].  

Khandelwal et al. carried out progressive collapse analysis of Special Concentrically 

Braced Frames (SCBFs) and Eccentrically Braced Frames (EBFs) [48]. They found that 

the SCBF system is more vulnerableitoiprogressiveicollapseithanithe EBF system [48].  

2.7 DISCUSSIONS 

Buildings having simple and regular geometry with uniform distribution of massiand 

stiffnessiiniplaniandielevationisufferimuchilessidamageithanibuildingsiwithiirregular 

configurations. Regular buildings can be easily modelled and analyzed whereas 

behaviouriofiirregular buildings during earthquake is very complexiandiitiisivery 

difficultitoiaccuratelyidetermineithe seismiciresponseiofiaibuilding.  

Large number of research works were conducted on plan irregularities as compared to 

vertical irregularities. Many researchers have studied the effect of presence of single 

irregularity (e.g. to vary either mass, stiffness or strength). This will not result in 

realistic prediction of seismic response as the actual structures contain combination of 

various irregularities. Very few researchers have made an attempt to study the effect of 

combination of irregularities. 

Many researchers have proposed the concept of balanced centre of mass – centre of 

rigidity location to generate minimum torsional response. However, previous 

researchers have not been able to find exact location of centre of strength, centre of 

rigidity and centre of mass which gives optimum values of all seismic response 

parameters simultaneously. 
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It was observed that there was variation in seismic response parameters (e.g. storey 

drift, storeyishear, storeyidisplacement, baseishear, timeiperiod, etc) and large variation 

in the ductility demand at the vicinity of irregularity. Increaseiiniseismicidemand has 

been observed foribuildingsiwithidiscontinuousidistributionsiinimass, strengthiand 

stiffness, specially at the location of soft or weak first storey. In case of vertical setback 

irregularity, top portion of setback was found to have greater displacement as compared 

to base. 

Majority of researchers have used non-linear static method of analysis i.e. pushover 

analysis and inelastic dynamic analysis to determine the seismic response parameters of 

the building. Inelastic dynamic methods of seismic analysis were found to give accurate 

results as compared to the other methods.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 GENERAL 

Response spectrum analysis (RSA) is used for seismic evaluation of building models 

using SAP 2000. Two building models, one with a square shaped plan and the other 

with an L-shaped plan, both having same plan area and translational stiffness, are 

considered.  

3.2 DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING MODEL 

3.2.1 Structural specifications 

Slab thickness = 0.125m 

Width of beam = 0.3m 

Depth of beam = 0.6m 

Size of column = 0.6m X 0.6m, for all columns of square shaped plan building and for  

                                                    outer columns at origin of L-shaped plan building 

                         = 0.588m X 0.588m, for all other columns of L-shaped plan building 

Gradeioficoncrete = M25, for beams and slabs 

                              = M30, for columns 

Number of stories = G + 6 

Height of each storey = 4m 

Plinth height = 1m 

 

3.2.2 Material specifications 

1. Fe 415 grade rebar 

Unit weight, ϒ = 76.9729 KN/m3 

Modulus of elasticity, E = 2 X 108 KN/m3 

Coefficient of thermal expansion, α = 1.17 x 10-5 /ºC 

Poisson’s ratio, µ = 0.3 
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2. M25 grade concrete 

ϒ = 25 KN/m3 

E = 25 x 106 KN/m3 

α = 5.5 X 10-6 /ºC 

µ = 0.2 

3. M30 grade concrete 

ϒ = 25 KN/m3 

E = 27.386128 x 106 KN/m3 

α = 5.5 X 10-6 /ºC 

µ = 0.2 

 

3.2.3 Loading specifications 

1. DL = automatically computed by SAP 2000 software based on unit weights and 

sizes of the members. 

2. According to IS 875 (part 1), for clay floor tiles of 12.5mm to 25.4mm 

thickness, FF = 0.1 to 0.2 KN/m2, hence, FF = 0.1 KN/m2 is taken. 

3. According to IS 875 (part 2), for residential buildings, uniformly distributed LL 

on all rooms, kitchen, and toilet/bathrooms is 2 KN/m2, hence, LL = 2 KN/m2 is 

taken.  

4. Earthquake loads are applied in x and y directions as per IS 1893:2016.  

 Importanceifactor, I = 1.2 (for residential building) 

 Responseireductionifactor, R = 5 (for special moment resisting frame) 

 Soilitype = II (for medium stiff soil sites) 

 Zoneifactor, Z = 0.24 (for seismic zone IV) 

FF and LL are applied on all the slabs of the building model except on roof slabs. 

DL = DeadiLoad 

LL = LiveiLoad 

FF = Floor Finishing load 

EQx = Earthquake Load in x-direction 

EQy = Earthquake Load in y-direction 
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3.3 CALCULATIONS 

3.3.1 Estimation of design horizontal seismic coefficient 

The calculations are done as per the provisions given in IS 1893:2016 code. 

Approximate fundamental translational natural time period of oscillation for RC MRF 

building without any masonry infill is 

Ta = 0.075h0.75                                                                                                              (3.1) 

h = height of building = 25m 

⸫ Ta = 0.075 x (25)0.75 = 0.8385s 

Here, 0.55s < Ta < 4s 

⸫ For medium stiff soil sites and for use in equivalent static method,  

Design acceleration coefficient, Sa/g = 1.36/Ta                                                           (3.2) 

                                                           = 1.36/0.8385 = 1.622 

 Design horizontal seismic coefficient, Ah = (Sa/g) * (Z/2) * (I/R)                             (3.3) 

⸫ Ah = (1.622) x (0.24/2) x (1.2/5) = 0.0467  

3.3.2 Square shaped plan building model 

There are 25 columns, 40 beams and 16 slabs in a storey. 

 

          Figure 3.1 Plan: Square shaped plan model 
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Here, plan of the building model refers to X-Y plane @ Z = 1m. This X-Y plane is also 

same at Z = 5m, Z = 9m, Z = 13m, Z = 17m, Z = 21m and Z = 25m. 

 

Figure 3.2 Elevation: Square shaped plan model 

Here, elevation refers to X-Z plane @ Y = 0, X-Z plane @ Y = 4m, X-Z plane @ Y = 

8m, X-Z plane @ Y = 12m and X-Z plane @ Y = 16m. This elevation is also same in 

Y-Z plane @ X = 0, Y-Z plane @ X = 4m, Y-Z plane @ X = 8m, Y-Z plane @ X = 

12m and Y-Z plane @ X = 16m. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 3D-view: Square shaped plan model 
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Seismic weight calculation (W): 

DL = 25 x (25 x 0.6 x 0.6 x 25) + 40 x (25 x 0.3 x 0.6 x 4) x 7 + 16 x (25 x 0.125 x 4 x 

4) x 7 = 5625 + 5040 + 5600 = 16265 KN 

FF = (0.1 x 4 x 4) x 16 x 6 = 153.6 KN 

LL = (2 x 4 x 4) x 16 x 6 = 3072 KN 

Since LL = 2 KN/m2 ≤ 3 KN/m2, 25% of the live load will contribute to the seismic 

weight. 

W = (DL + FF) + 0.25*LL 

        = (16265 + 153.6) + 0.25 x 3072 

        = 17186.6 KN 

Base shear, VB
*
 = AhW                                                                                                (3.4) 

                         = 0.0467 x 17186.6 = 802.6142 KN = VBx
* = VBy

* 

Multiplying coefficient in x and y directions,  

Cx = VBx
* / VBx                                                                                                              (3.5) 

Cy = VBy
* / VBy                                                                                                              (3.6) 

VBx
*, VBy

* = base shear by equivalent static method in x and y directions 

VBx, VBy = base shear by response spectrum method in x and y directions  

Initially RSA was carried out by considering multiplying factors as 1 in both x and y 

directions. 

Table 3.1 Base reactions: Square shaped plan model 

 

From the analysis, VBx = VBy = 81.048 KN 

Cx = Cy = 802.6142 / 81.048 = 9.9029 

Again, RSA was carried out and the final analysis results were obtained.  
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3.3.3 L-shaped plan building model 

There are 27 columns, 42 beams and 16 slabs in a storey. 

 

        Figure 3.4 Plan: L-shaped plan model 

Here, plan of the building model refers to X-Y plane @ Z = 1m. This X-Y plane is also 

same at Z = 5m, Z = 9m, Z = 13m, Z = 17m, Z = 21m and Z = 25m. 

As number of slabs in both the models is 16, plan area in both the building models is 

same i.e. 4 x 4 x 16 = 256m2. 

The cross-sectional dimensions of outer column (@ X = 0 and Y = 0) in every storey for 

both the models is kept the same i.e. 0.6m x 0.6m. This will allow the comparison of 

these columns after the analysis of both the building models.   

The dimensions of all columns in square shaped plan model is kept as 0.6m x 0.6m. To 

determine the sizes of columns (other than the outer columns at X = 0 and Y = 0) in 

case of L-shaped plan model, translational stiffness of both the models is equated as  

(25-1) x 12EIS/L3 = (27-1) x 12EIL/L3 

 24IS = 26IL 

 IL = 0.923IS 
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where  

IS = moment of inertia of column in square shaped plan building = 0.6 x (0.6)3/12 =          

0.0108 m4 

 IL = moment of inertia of column in L-shaped plan building 

 E = modulus of elasticity of column material 

 L = length of the column 

 IL = 0.923 x 0.0108 = 9.96 x 10-3 m4 

Based on above, the size of the columns is taken as 0.588m x 0.588m as  

0.588 x (0.588)3/12 = 9.96 x 10-3 m4 = IL   

Thus, in L-shaped plan model, size of outer column (@ X = 0 and Y = 0) in each storey 

is 0.6m x 0.6m, whereas size of other columns is 0.588m x 0.588m.  

 

 

Figure 3.5 Elevation 1: L-shaped plan model 

Here elevation 1 refers to X-Z plane @ Y = 0, X-Z plane @ Y = 4m and X-Z plane @ 

Y = 8m. This elevation is also same in Y-Z plane @ X = 0, Y-Z plane @ X = 4m and 

Y-Z plane @ X = 8m. 
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Figure 3.6 Elevation 2: L-shaped plan model 

Here elevation 2 refers to X-Z plane @ Y = 12m, X-Z plane @ Y = 16m and X-Z plane 

@ Y = 20m. This elevation is also same in Y-Z plane @ X = 12m, Y-Z plane @ X = 

16m and Y-Z plane @ X = 20m. 

 

                           Figure 3.7 3D-view: L-shaped plan model 
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Seismic weight calculation (W): 

DL = 26 x (25 x 0.588 x 0.588 x 25) + 1 x (25 x 0.6 x 0.6 x 25) + 42 x (25 x 0.3 x 0.6 x 

4) x 7 + 16 x (25 x 0.125 x 4 x 4) x 7 = 5618.34 + 225 + 5292 + 5600 = 16735.34 

KN 

FF = (0.1 x 4 x 4) x 16 x 6 = 153.6 KN 

LL = (2 x 4 x 4) x 16 x 6 = 3072 KN 

Since LL = 2 KN/m2 ≤ 3 KN/m2, 25% of the live load will contribute to the seismic 

weight. 

W = (DL + FF) + 0.25*LL 

        = (16735.34 + 153.6) + 0.25 x 3072 

        = 17656.95 KN 

 

Base shear, VB
*
 = AhW                                                                                                (3.7) 

                          = 0.0467 x 17656.95 = 824.5795 KN = VBx
* = VBy

* 

Multiplying coefficient in x and y directions,  

Cx = VBx
* / VBx                                                                                                              (3.8) 

Cy = VBy
* / VBy                                                                                                              (3.9) 

VBx
*, VBy

* = base shear by equivalent static method in x and y directions  

VBx, VBy = base shear by response spectrum method in x and y directions  

Initially RSA was carried out by considering multiplying factors as 1 in both x and y 

directions. 

Table 3.2 Base reactions: L-shaped plan model 
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From the analysis, VBx = VBy = 81.412 KN 

Cx = Cy = 824.5795 / 81.412 = 10.1285 

Again, RSA was carried out and the final analysis results were obtained.  
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CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 GENERAL 

The results of response spectrum analysis (RSA) carried out on the building models are 

presented for outer column (@ X = 0 and Y = 0) in every storey. These results are 

compared for both the models, one with the square shaped plan and the other with the 

L-shaped plan. The effect of mass irregularity in each floor is studied and the 

percentage change in various parameters such as base shear, column forces, joint 

displacements, etc. are evaluated.   

The effect of mass irregularity in each storey is considered by increasing the live load 

on each floor. The original live load applied is 2 KN/m2. The live load is increased by 

50%, 100%, 150% and 200% in each storey one by one and the analysis is done for 

each case. 

Table 4.1 Increase in live load 

% increase in live load 

(%) 

Intensity of live load 

(KN/m2) 

50 3 

100 4 

150 5 

200 6 

 

According to IS 1893:2016, mass irregularity exists when seismiciweightiof anyifloor is 

moreithani150%iofithatiof theifloorsibelow. With other factors remaining constant, 

seismic weight of any floor increases with increase in the intensity of live load. So, 

increase in live load in any storey will introduce mass irregularity in that storey.  
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The label number of frame elements and the joints are as follows: 

 

Figure 4.1 Label: Square shaped plan building 

The above figure represents elevation of square shaped plan model in X-Z plane @ Y = 

0 or Y-Z plane @ X = 0. 
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Figure 4.2 Label: L-shaped plan building 

The above figure represents elevation of square shaped plan model in X-Z plane @ Y = 

0 or Y-Z plane @ X = 0. 

Thus, it is seen that the label number for outer column elements (@ X = 0 and Y = 0) 

are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 whereas label number for corresponding joints (@ X = 0 and Y 

= 0) are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 from bottom to top for whose analysis results are to be 

determined. 
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4.2 ANALYSIS RESULTS OF SQUARE SHAPED PLAN 

BUILDING MODEL 

The analysis results are presented for the square shaped plan building with original live 

load of 2KN/m2. 

4.2.1 Mode shapes 

First six modes have been considered for the modal analysis. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Mode shapes: Square shaped plan building 
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Table 4.2 Modal periods and frequencies: Square shaped plan building 

Mode Time period T (s) Frequency f (Hz) 

1 0.65493 1.52689 

2 0.65493 1.52689 

3 0.57532 1.73815 

4 0.20882 4.78871 

5 0.20882 4.78871 

6 0.18447 5.42106 

 

4.2.2 Base shear 

Table 4.3 Base reactions for square shaped plan building 

 

From the above table, base shear in both the orthogonal directions is 802.606 KN. 

4.2.3 Column forces 

The forces of outer column elements (@ X = 0 and Y = 0) labelled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 

from bottom to top are determined. These forces include P, V2, V3, T, M2 and M3. These 

forces are determined at lower end (L), mid-point (M) and upper end (U) of each 

column in consideration. 

P = axial force 

V2, V3 = shear forces in x, y directions respectively 

T = torsional moment 

 M2, M3 = bending moments in x, y directions respectively 
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Table 4.4 Column forces for square shaped plan building 
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Table 4.4 (continued) 
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4.2.4 Joint displacements 

The values of the displacements are determined for joints (@ X = 0 and Y = 0) labelled 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. It is to be noted that joint labelled 1 is a fix joint and its 

displacement will be zero. The horizontal displacements in the two orthogonal 

directions U1 and U2 are determined. U1 and U2 are displacements in x and y 

directions respectively. 

 

Table 4.5 Joint displacements for square shaped plan building 
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Table 4.5 (continued) 

 
 

 
 

 

Similarly, the above analysis results are obtained for different values of live load 

(3KN/m2, 4KN/m2, 5KN/m2 and 6KN/m2) applied at each storey one by one. 
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4.2.5 Percentage change in base shear relative to original live load 

Table 4.6 Mass irregularity in first floor: Percentage change in base shear relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 

 

Table 4.7 Mass irregularity in second floor: Percentage change in base shear relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 

 

Table 4.8 Mass irregularity in third floor: Percentage change in base shear relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 
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Table 4.9 Mass irregularity in fourth floor: Percentage change in base shear relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 

 

Table 4.10 Mass irregularity in fifth floor: Percentage change in base shear relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 

 

Table 4.11 Mass irregularity in sixth floor: Percentage change in base shear relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 
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4.2.6 Percentage change in column forces relative to original live load 

Table 4.12 Mass irregularity in first floor: Percentage change in column forces relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 
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Table 4.12 (continued) 
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Table 4.12 (continued) 
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Table 4.12 (continued) 

 

Table 4.13 Mass irregularity in second floor: Percentage change in column forces relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 
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Table 4.13 (continued) 
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Table 4.13 (continued) 
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Table 4.13 (continued) 
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Table 4.14 Mass irregularity in third floor: Percentage change in column forces relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 
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Table 4.14 (continued) 
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Table 4.14 (continued) 
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Table 4.14 (continued) 

 

Table 4.15 Mass irregularity in fourth floor: Percentage change in column forces relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 
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Table 4.15 (continued) 
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Table 4.15 (continued) 
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Table 4.15 (continued) 
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Table 4.16 Mass irregularity in fifth floor: Percentage change in column forces relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 
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Table 4.16 (continued) 
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Table 4.16 (continued) 
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Table 4.16 (continued) 

 

Table 4.17 Mass irregularity in sixth floor: Percentage change in column forces relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 
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Table 4.17 (continued) 
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Table 4.17 (continued) 
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Table 4.17 (continued) 
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4.2.7 Percentage change in joint displacements relative to original live load 

Table 4.18 Mass irregularity in first floor: Percentage change in joint displacements relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 
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Table 4.19 Mass irregularity in second floor: Percentage change in joint displacements relative to original live load for square shaped plan 

building 
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Table 4.20 Mass irregularity in third floor: Percentage change in joint displacements relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 
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Table 4.21 Mass irregularity in fourth floor: Percentage change in joint displacements relative to original live load for square shaped plan 

building 
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Table 4.22 Mass irregularity in fifth floor: Percentage change in joint displacements relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 
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Table 4.23 Mass irregularity in sixth floor: Percentage change in joint displacements relative to original live load for square shaped plan building 
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4.3 ANALYSIS RESULTS OF L-SHAPED PLAN 

BUILDING MODEL 

The analysis results are presented for the L-shaped plan building with original live load 

of 2KN/m2.  

4.3.1 Mode shapes 

First six modes have been considered for the modal analysis. 

                                 

                                  

                               

Figure 4.4 Mode shapes: L-shaped plan building 
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Table 4.24 Modal periods and frequencies: L-shaped plan building 

Mode Time period T (s) Frequency f (Hz) 

1 0.66124 1.51232 

2 0.65775 1.52034 

3 0.60299 1.65841 

4 0.21054 4.74975 

5 0.20985 4.7653 

6 0.19308 5.17916 

 

4.3.2 Base shear 

Table 4.25 Base reactions for L-shaped plan building 

 

From the above table, base shear in both the orthogonal directions is 824.584 KN. 

4.3.3 Column forces 

The forces of outer column elements (@ X = 0 and Y = 0) labelled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 

from bottom to top are determined. These forces include P, V2, V3, T, M2 and M3. These 

forces are determined at lower point (L), mid-point (M) and upper point (U) of each 

column in consideration. 

P = axial force 

V2, V3 = shear forces in x, y directions respectively 

T = torsional moment 

 M2, M3 = bending moments in x, y directions respectively 
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Table 4.26 Column forces for L-shaped plan building 
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Table 4.26 (continued) 
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4.3.4 Joint displacements 

The values of the displacements are determined for joints (@ X = 0 and Y = 0) labelled 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. It is to be noted that joint labelled 1 is a fix joint and its 

displacement will be zero. The horizontal displacements in the two orthogonal 

directions U1 and U2 are determined. U1 and U2 are displacements in x and y 

directions respectively. 

Table 4.27 Joint displacements for L-shaped plan building 
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Table 4.27 (continued) 

 

 

 

Similarly, the above analysis results are obtained for different values of live load 

(3KN/m2, 4KN/m2, 5KN/m2 and 6KN/m2) applied at each storey one by one. 
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4.3.5 Percentage change in base shear relative to original live load 

Table 4.28 Mass irregularity in first floor: Percentage change in base shear relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 

 

Table 4.29 Mass irregularity in second floor: Percentage change in base shear relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 

 

Table 4.30 Mass irregularity in third floor: Percentage change in base shear relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 
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Table 4.31 Mass irregularity in fourth floor: Percentage change in base shear relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 

 

Table 4.32 Mass irregularity in fifth floor: Percentage change in base shear relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 

 

Table 4.33 Mass irregularity in sixth floor: Percentage change in base shear relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 
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4.3.6 Percentage change in column forces relative to original live load 

Table 4.34 Mass irregularity in first floor: Percentage change in column forces relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 
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Table 4.34 (continued) 
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Table 4.34 (continued) 
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Table 4.34 (continued) 

 

Table 4.35 Mass irregularity in second floor: Percentage change in column forces relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 
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Table 4.35 (continued) 
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Table 4.35 (continued) 
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Table 4.35 (continued) 
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Table 4.36 Mass irregularity in third floor: Percentage change in column forces relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 
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Table 4.36 (continued) 
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Table 4.36 (continued) 
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Table 4.36 (continued) 

 

Table 4.37 Mass irregularity in fourth floor: Percentage change in column forces relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 
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Table 4.37 (continued) 
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Table 4.37 (continued) 
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Table 4.37 (continued) 
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Table 4.38 Mass irregularity in fifth floor: Percentage change in column forces relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 
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Table 4.38 (continued) 
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Table 4.38 (continued) 
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Table 4.38 (continued) 

 

Table 4.39 Mass irregularity in sixth floor: Percentage change in column forces relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 
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Table 4.39 (continued) 
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Table 4.39 (continued) 
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Table 4.39 (continued) 
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4.3.7 Percentage change in joint displacements relative to original live load 

Table 4.40 Mass irregularity in first floor: Percentage change in joint displacements relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 
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Table 4.41 Mass irregularity in second floor: Percentage change in joint displacements relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 
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Table 4.42 Mass irregularity in third floor: Percentage change in joint displacements relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 
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Table 4.43 Mass irregularity in fourth floor: Percentage change in joint displacements relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 
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Table 4.44 Mass irregularity in fifth floor: Percentage change in joint displacements relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 
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Table 4.45 Mass irregularity in sixth floor: Percentage change in joint displacements relative to original live load for L-shaped plan building 
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4.4 COMPARISONIOFIBASEISHEAR FOR BOTH THE 

BUILDINGIMODELS CONSIDERED 

Table 4.46 Base shear comparison 

Mass 

irregularity 

at storey 

Base shear 

for square 

shaped plan 

building 

(KN) 

Base shear 

for L- 

shaped plan 

building 

(KN) 

0 802.606 824.584 

1 803.19 825.168 

2 810.892 832.958 

3 814.369 836.522 

4 813.401 835.671 

5 809.87 832.228 

6 805.791 828.152 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Base shear comparison 

 

Base shear for L-shaped plan building is found to be more than that for the square 

shaped plan building. 
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4.5 COMPARISON OF JOINT DISPLACEMENTS FOR 

BOTH THE BUILDING MODELS CONSIDERED 

Table 4.47 Joint displacement comparison when no mass irregularity occurs 

Joint label 

Joint 

displacement 

for square 

shaped plan 

building (m) 

Joint 

displacement 

for L- 

shaped plan 

building (m) 

2 0.000104499 0.000115969 

3 0.001883 0.002107745 

4 0.004052 0.004515378 

5 0.006036 0.006710976 

6 0.007648 0.008491568 

7 0.008784 0.009745855 

8 0.00942 0.010442891 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Joint displacement comparison when no mass irregularity occurs 
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Table 4.48 Joint displacement comparison when mass irregularity occurs in first 

floor 

Joint label 

Joint 

displacement 

for square 

shaped plan 

building (m) 

Joint 

displacement 

for L- 

shaped plan 

building (m) 

2 0.000104505 0.00011601 

3 0.001884 0.002108911 

4 0.004053 0.004516467 

5 0.006038 0.006713004 

6 0.00765 0.008494528 

7 0.008788 0.009748745 

8 0.009423 0.010444715 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Joint displacement comparison when mass irregularity occurs in first 

floor 
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Table 4.49 Joint displacement comparison when mass irregularity occurs in second 

floor 

Joint label 

Joint 

displacement 

for square 

shaped plan 

building (m) 

Joint 

displacement 

for L- 

shaped plan 

building (m) 

2 0.000105543 0.000116965 

3 0.001898 0.002125073 

4 0.004078 0.004542887 

5 0.006069 0.006745168 

6 0.007686 0.008532444 

7 0.008826 0.009789392 

8 0.009464 0.010488104 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Joint displacement comparison when mass irregularity occurs in second 

floor 
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Table 4.50 Joint displacement comparison when mass irregularity occurs in third 

floor 

Joint label 

Joint 

displacement 

for square 

shaped plan 

building (m) 

Joint 

displacement 

for L- 

shaped plan 

building (m) 

2 0.000105507 0.000116962 

3 0.001908 0.002133541 

4 0.004103 0.004567224 

5 0.006095 0.006771736 

6 0.007712 0.008554739 

7 0.00885 0.009810435 

8 0.009487 0.01050689 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Joint displacement comparison when mass irregularity occurs in third 

floor 
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Table 4.51 Joint displacement comparison when mass irregularity occurs in fourth 

floor 

Joint label 

Joint 

displacement 

for square 

shaped plan 

building (m) 

Joint 

displacement 

for L- 

shaped plan 

building (m) 

2 0.000105486 0.00011696 

3 0.001907 0.002130554 

4 0.004104 0.004565735 

5 0.006111 0.00678311 

6 0.007725 0.008565342 

7 0.008858 0.009812766 

8 0.009492 0.010504981 

 

 
Figure 4.10 Joint displacement comparison when mass irregularity occurs in fourth 

floor 
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Table 4.52 Joint displacement comparison when mass irregularity occurs in fifth 

floor 

Joint label 

Joint 

displacement 

for square 

shaped plan 

building (m) 

Joint 

displacement 

for L- 

shaped plan 

building (m) 

2 0.000105466 0.00011696 

3 0.001898 0.002120533 

4 0.004088 0.004546712 

5 0.006096 0.006763583 

6 0.007727 0.00856268 

7 0.008861 0.009810338 

8 0.009491 0.010500662 

 

 
Figure 4.11 Joint displacement comparison when mass irregularity occurs in fifth 

floor 
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Table 4.53 Joint displacement comparison when mass irregularity occurs in sixth 

floor 

Joint label 

Joint 

displacement 

for square 

shaped plan 

building (m) 

Joint 

displacement 

for L- 

shaped plan 

building (m) 

2 0.000104447 0.00011596 

3 0.001889 0.002109529 

4 0.004069 0.004524683 

5 0.006069 0.006732548 

6 0.007703 0.008534134 

7 0.008864 0.009810649 

8 0.009502 0.010507662 

 

 

Figure 4.12 Joint displacement comparison when mass irregularity occurs in sixth 

floor 

 

The joint displacements for L-shaped plan building are found to be more than that for 

the square shaped plan building in each case. 
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4.6 DISCUSSIONS 

Wherever ‘percent change’ of any parameter is mentioned, it means magnitude of 

percent increase or percent decrease of that parameter relative to the original live load of 

2 KN/m2. Similarly, wherever ‘percent increase’ of any parameter is mentioned, it 

means percent increase of that parameter relative to the original live load of 2 KN/m2. 

As according to IS 1893:2016, mass irregularity exists when seismiciweightiofiany 

flooriisimoreithani150% ofithatiofithe floorsibelow, the mass irregularity is considered 

corresponding to 200% increase in live load and its analysis results are compared for 

both the building models. 

From the analysis results obtained, following observations are made: 

 The magnitude of forces in the considered columns for mass regular L-shaped 

plan building are more than that for the mass regular square shaped plan 

building, except axial force in columns 1, 2, 3 and 4, shear force about the 

orthogonal axes for columns 6 and 7, and bending moment about the orthogonal 

axes in column 7 for mass regular L-shaped plan building are less than the 

corresponding parameters for mass regular square shaped plan building.  

 The magnitude of forces in the considered columns for mass irregular L-shaped 

plan building are more than that for the mass irregular square shaped plan 

building, except  

o Axial force in columns 1, 2, 3 and 4, shear force about the orthogonal 

axes in column 7, and bending moment about the orthogonal axes at 

lower point of column 7 for mass irregular L-shaped plan building are 

less than the corresponding parameters for mass irregular square shaped 

plan building when mass irregularity occurs in first floor.  

o When mass irregularity occurs in any one of second, third or fourth floor, 

axial force in columns 1, 2 and 3, shear force about the orthogonal axes 

in column 7, and bending moment about the orthogonal axes at lower 

point of column 7 for mass irregular L-shaped plan building are less than 

the corresponding parameters for mass irregular square shaped plan 

building.  

o When mass irregularity occurs in fifth floor, axial force in columns 1 and 

2, shear force about the orthogonal axes in column 7, and bending 
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moment about the orthogonal axes at lower point of columns 6 and 7 for 

mass irregular L-shaped plan building are less than the corresponding 

parameters for mass irregular square shaped plan building.  

o When mass irregularity occurs in sixth floor, axial force in columns 1 

and 2, shear force about the orthogonal axes in column 7, and bending 

moment about the orthogonal axes at lower point of column 7 for mass 

irregular L-shaped plan building are less than the corresponding 

parameters for mass irregular square shaped plan building. 

 Percent increase in axial force in all columns for L-shaped plan building is more 

than that of square shaped plan building except for column 6. This is true 

irrespective of the storey in which mass irregularity occurs.  

 In column 1, percent change in shear force about the orthogonal axes for L-

shaped plan building is less than that for the square shaped plan building except 

when there is mass irregularity in third floor. In the same column, percent 

change in bending moment about the orthogonal axes for L-shaped plan building 

is less than that for the square shaped plan building except at mid-point of the 

column when there is mass irregularity in second floor.  

 In column 2, percent change in shear force about the orthogonal axes for L-

shaped plan building is less than that for the square shaped plan building. This is 

true irrespective of the storey in which mass irregularity occurs. In the same 

column, percent change in bending moment about the orthogonal axes for L-

shaped plan building is less than that for the square shaped plan building except 

at mid-point of the column when there is mass irregularity in third floor.  

 In column 3, percent change in shear force about the orthogonal axes for L-

shaped plan building is less than that for the square shaped plan building except 

when there is mass irregularity in sixth floor. In the same column, percent 

change in bending moment about the orthogonal axes for L-shaped plan building 

is less than that for the square shaped plan building except at upper end of the 

column when there is mass irregularity in fourth floor.  

 In column 4, percent change in shear force about the orthogonal axes for L-

shaped plan building is less than that for the square shaped plan building except 

when there is mass irregularity in sixth floor. In the same column, percent 

change in bending moment about the orthogonal axes for L-shaped plan building 
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is less than that for the square shaped plan building except at upper end of the 

column when there is mass irregularity in second floor, and at lower end of the 

column when there is mass irregularity in sixth floor. 

 In column 5, percent change in shear force about the orthogonal axes for L-

shaped plan building is less than that for the square shaped plan building except 

when there is mass irregularity in first floor. In the same column, percent change 

in bending moment about the orthogonal axes for L-shaped plan building is less 

than that for the square shaped plan building except at upper end of the column 

when there is mass irregularity in either first or third floor. 

 In column 6, percent change in shear force about the orthogonal axes for L-

shaped plan building is much less than that for the square shaped plan building. 

This is true irrespective of the storey in which mass irregularity occurs. In the 

same column, percent change in bending moment about the orthogonal axes for 

L-shaped plan building is less than that for the square shaped plan building 

except at upper end of the column when there is mass irregularity in first floor. 

 In column 7, percent change in shear force about the orthogonal axes for L-

shaped plan building is more than that for the square shaped plan building. This 

is true irrespective of the storey in which mass irregularity occurs. In the same 

column, percent change in bending moment about the orthogonal axes for L-

shaped plan building is more than that for the square shaped plan building 

except at mid-point of the column when there is mass irregularity in any of first 

three floors, at mid-point and lower end of the column when there is mass 

irregularity in fifth floor, and at mid-point and upper end of the column when 

there is mass irregularity in sixth floor.  

 The percent increase in joint displacements for L-shaped plan building is less 

than that for the square shaped plan building except at joints 2,3 and 6 when 

mass irregularity occurs in first floor, and at joint 3 when mass irregularity 

occurs in second floor. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 

5.1 GENERAL 

Two types of RC framed buildings are considered, one with a square shaped plan which 

is symmetric in plan about the orthogonal axes, and the other with an L-shaped plan 

which is asymmetric in plan. Plan area and translational stiffness of both the models are 

kept same. The cross-sectional dimension of outer column (@ X = 0 and Y = 0) in every 

storey is also kept same for both the building models i.e. 0.6m x 0.6m so that 

comparison of the analysis results can be done for such columns. Response spectrum 

analysis (RSA) is carried out to determine the base shear, forces in the outer column (@ 

X = 0 and Y = 0) and the joint displacements. Vertical mass irregularity is considered in 

each floor of the building models by increasing the value of live load on each floor by 

50%, 100%, 150% and 200% and the effect of such increase in live load is studied.  

5.2 CONCLUSIONSI 

Theiconclusioniofitheistudy is divided into three parts. In the first part, effect of mass 

irregularity on base shear is explained. In the second part, comparison is done on the 

forces in outer column (@ X = 0 and Y = 0) for both square shaped and L-shaped plan 

buildings having mass irregularity. In the last part, the effect of mass irregularity on 

joint displacements is mentioned.  

5.2.1 Effect on base shear 

 Base shear for L-shaped plan building is found to be more than that for the 

square shaped plan building. 

 Percent increase in base shear is found to be more for square shaped plan 

building when there is mass irregularity in any one of the first four storeys 

whereas the percent increase in base shear is found to be more for L-shaped plan 

building when the mass irregularity is present in any one of the upper two 

storeys. 
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 Presence of mass irregularity in first floor is observed to have the least effect on 

percent increase in base shear whereas the percent increase in base shear is 

found to be maximum when mass irregularity exists in the third floor. This is 

observed for both square shaped and L-shaped plan buildings.  

 

5.2.2 Effect on column forces 

The analysis results are determined for outer column (@ X = 0 and Y = 0) labelled 1, 2, 

3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 from lower to upper storey respectively. Following conclusions can be 

made in general ignoring few exceptions mentioned earlier under sub-heading 4.6:  

 The magnitude of forces in the considered columns for L-shaped plan building 

are found to be more than that for the square shaped plan building. 

  Percent increase in axial force in all columns for L-shaped plan building is 

observed to be more than that of square shaped plan building for most of the 

columns. 

 Percent change in shear force and bending moment about the orthogonal axes 

for L-shaped plan building is found to be less than that for the square shaped 

plan building. This holds true for all columns except for the column in 

uppermost storey.  

 In column 7, percent change in shear force and bending moment about the 

orthogonal axes for L-shaped plan building is found to be more than that for the 

square shaped plan building.  

 

5.2.3 Effect on joint displacements 

The analysis results are determined for joints (@ X = 0 and Y = 0) labelled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

6, 7 and 8 from lower to upper storey respectively in which joint 1 is the fix joint. 

Following conclusions can be made in general ignoring few exceptions mentioned 

earlier under sub-heading 4.6: 

 The displacements at the considered joints for L-shaped plan building are found 

to be more than that for the square shaped plan building. 

 The percent increase in joint displacements at most of the joints for L-shaped 

plan building are found to be less than that for the square shaped plan building. 

 For square shaped plan building, presence of mass irregularity in first floor is 

found to have the least effect on percent increase in joint displacements. The 
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percent increase in joint displacements for square shaped plan building is 

observed to be maximum at joint 2 when mass irregularity exists in second floor, 

at joint 3 when mass irregularity exists in third floor, at joints 4 and 5 when mass 

irregularity exists in fourth floor, at joint 6 when mass irregularity exists in fifth 

floor, and at joints 7 and 8 when mass irregularity exists in sixth floor.  

 For L-shaped plan building, presence of mass irregularity in first floor is found 

to have the least effect on percent increase in joint displacements for joints 3, 4, 

5, 6, 7 and 8, whereas the presence of mass irregularity in sixth floor is found to 

have the least effect on percent increase in joint displacement for joint 2. The 

percent increase in joint displacements for L-shaped plan building is observed to 

be maximum at joint 2 when mass irregularity exists in second floor, at joints 3, 

4 and 8 when mass irregularity exists in third floor, and at joints 5, 6 and 7 when 

mass irregularity exists in fourth floor.  
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